Meetings and Meeting Rooms Workshop
Showcase modern meetings experiences and build a plan to deploy
and adopt Microsoft Teams Meetings and Meeting Rooms
We can help:
Assess
Gather information on current
environment and meeting practices
Art of the possible
Showcase modern meeting
experiences powered by
Microsoft Teams
Build the plan
Build the plan to deploy and
adopt Microsoft Teams
Meetings and Meeting Rooms

Why Engage Squared is the right partner
• We bring the knowledge and Microsoft expertise
• We use Teams everyday

• We balance people, process, and technology
• We help you to be more productive with Microsoft Teams

Do More with Microsoft Teams
Meetings are an essential part of any business. They enable
collaboration, creativity and innovation, and help us foster relationships
with our peers.
But research shows that spending too much time in meetings or
attending low quality meetings can undermine our ability to focus on
cognitively demanding tasks. We also know that, since moving to
remote work, people are spending on average 10% more time in
meetings.
As standards around how, when and where we meet change, our
reliance on technology will only increase. The good news is, there are
ways to improve the efficiency and quality of the entire meeting
experience (i.e. what happens before, during and after a meeting) with
Microsoft Teams which has been proven to reduce the total number
and duration of meetings.

Workshop Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

An evaluation of your current meetings and meeting rooms capabilities
Art of the Possible immersion experience to showcase Microsoft Teams as your meetings and rooms solution
Direction on how to transform meetings and audio conferencing across your entire organization
Customised report-out with actionable recommendations you can follow to ensure your employees and suppliers can
meet seamlessly and share information securely in a modern meetings environment

Why Engage Squared?
Engage Squared is a Microsoft Gold Partner, specialising in
bringing people and technology together. We work in close
partnership with our clients and use the tools in Office 365
to enable you to collaborate more efficiently and effectively.

Gold Cloud Productivity
Gold Collaboration and Content
Gold Application Development
Gold Communications
Gold Datacenter
Gold Project and Portfolio Management
Silver Messaging

